Terminating procedure GS-LCK-PROC of the proof search in the sequent calculus GS-LCK of logic of correlated knowledge is presented in this paper. Also decidability of logic of correlated knowledge is proved, where GS-LCK-PROC is a decision procedure.
Introduction
Logic of correlated knowledge is an epistemic logic enriched by observational capabilities of agents. Traditionally, agents can make a logical inference, positive and negative introspection and their knowledge is truthful. Applications of the epistemic logic cover fields such as distributed systems, merging of knowledge bases, robotics or network security in computer science and artificial intelligence. By adding observational capabilities to agents, logic of correlated knowledge can be applied, in addition, to reason about multipartite quantum systems and quantum correlations.
Quantum entanglement posed a problem to the lattice-theoretical approach of traditional Quantum Logic (Aerts, 1981; Valckenborgh, 2001) . Logic of correlated knowledge (LCK) abstracts away from Hilbert spaces and suggests to accomodate correlation models to quantum systems and quantum entanglement. Alexandru Baltag and Sonja Smets introduced logic of correlated knowledge and Hilbert style proof system in Baltag and Smets (2010) . Our main focus is to present the automated terminating proof search procedure GS-LCK-PROC for logic of correlated knowledge and to prove decidability of LCK in this paper.
We start from defining syntax and semantics of logic of correlated knowledge in Section 1. In Section 2, we introduce Gentzen style sequent calculus GS-LCK. Terminating proof search procedure GS-LCK-PROC is presented and decidability of logic of correlated knowledge is proved in Section 3.
Logic of Correlated Knowledge

Syntax
Consider a set N = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } of agents. Each agent can perform its local observations. Given sets O a 1 , . . . , O a n of possible observations for each agent, a joint observation is a tuple of observations o = (o a ) a∈N ∈ O a 1 × · · · × O a n or o = (o a ) a∈I ∈ O I , where O I := × a∈I O a and I ⊆ N . Joint observations together with results r ∈ R make new atomic formulas o r .
Each agent can know some information, and it is written as K a 1 A or K {a 1 } A, which means that the agent a 1 knows A. A group of agents can also know some information and it is written as K {a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 } A or K I A, where I = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }. A more detailed description about the knowledge operator K is given in Fagin et al. (1992) , van der Hoek and Meyer (1997) .
Syntax of logic of correlated knowledge is defined as follows:
(Syntax of logic of correlated knowledge) The language of logic of correlated knowledge has the following syntax:
where p is any atomic proposition, o = (o a ) a∈I ∈ O I , r ∈ R, and I ⊆ N .
Semantics
Consider a system, composed of N components or locations. Agents can be associated to locations, where they will perform observations. States (configurations) of the system are functions s : O a 1 × · · · × O a n → R or s I : O I → R, where I ⊆ N and a set of results R is in the structure (R, ) together with an abstract operation : P(R) → R of composing results. P(R) is a power set of R. For every joint observation e ∈ O I , the local state s I is defined as:
If s and t are two possible states of the system and a group of agents I can make exactly the same observations in these two states, then these states are observationally equivalent to I , and it is written as s I ∼ t. Observational equivalence is defined as follows:
(Observational equivalence) Two states s and t are observationally equiv-
A model of logic of correlated knowledge is a multi-modal Kripke model (Kripke, 1963) , where the relations between states mean observational equivalence. It is defined as: ∼ is a multi-modal equivalence relation; 2. information is monotonic: if I ⊆ J , then
The satisfaction relation | for model M, state s and formulas o r and K I A is defined as follows:
The formula K I A means that the group of agents I carries the information that A is the case, and o r means that r is the result of the joint observation o.
If formula A is true in any state of any model, then it is named as a valid formula.
Gentzen Style Sequent Calculus GS-LCK
Gerhard Gentzen introduced sequent calculus in Gentzen (1934) . Sequents in the system GS-LCK are statements of the form Ŵ ⇒ , where Ŵ and are finite, possibly empty multisets of relational atoms s I ∼ t and labeled formulas s : A, where s, t ∈ S, I ⊆ N and A is any formula in the language of logic of correlated knowledge. The formula s : A means s | A, and s I ∼ t is an observational equivalence or relation between the states in the model of logic of correlated knowledge.
The sequent calculus consists of axioms and rules. Applying rules to the sequents, a proof-search tree for the root sequent is constructed. If axioms are in all the leaves of the proof-search tree, then the root sequent is called as a provable sequent and follows from Ŵ of the root sequent.
Fixing a finite set N = {a 1 , . . . , a n } of agents, a finite result structure (R, ) and a tuple of finite sets O = (O a 1 , . . . , O a n ) of observations, for every set I, J ⊆ N , every joint observation o ∈ O I , O I = × a∈I O a , and results r, p ∈ R, the Gentzen style sequent calculus GS-LCK for logic of correlated knowledge over (R, , O) is as follows:
-s : o r 1 , s : o r 2 , Ŵ ⇒ , where r 1 = r 2 .
• Propositional rules:
• Knowledge rules:
The rule (K I ⇒) requires that I = N and t : A be not in Ŵ. The rule (⇒ K I ) requires that I = N and t be not in the conclusion. Set I maybe an empty set in both rules.
The rule (K N ⇒) requires that s : A be not in Ŵ. The rule (⇒ K N ) requires that s : A be not in . be not in Ŵ.
• Substitution rules:
The rules (Sub(p) ⇒) and (Sub(o r ) ⇒) require that s : p and s : o r be not in Ŵ, accordingly.
• Relational rules:
The rule (Ref ) requires that s be in the conclusion and s I ∼ s be not in Ŵ. The rule (Trans) requires that s I ∼ t be not in Ŵ.
The rule (Mon) stands for monotonicity and requires that I ⊆ J . Sets I , J may be empty. The rules (Eucl) and (Mon) require that s ′ I ∼ t and s I ∼ t be not in Ŵ, accordingly.
The sequent calculus GS-LCK is sound and complete with respect to correlation models over (R, , O) (Giedra and Sakalauskaitė, 2011) . If a sequent is provable in GS-LCK, then the formula of a sequent is valid. Also, all valid formulas are provable in GS-LCK, which expresses the completeness of the system.
The sequent calculus GS-LCK also allows to build a procedure, which is a decision procedure for LCK. Decidability of logic of correlated knowledge is proved in the next section.
Decidability of Logic of Correlated Knowledge
Decidability of logic of correlated knowledge is showed by first defining the terminating proof search procedure for LCK. Procedure uses tables TableLK and TableRK to save principal formulas of the applications of the rules (K I ⇒), (K N ⇒) and (⇒ K I ). Also chains of new appeared relational atoms of applications of the rule (⇒ K I ) are saved in table TableRK. -Define set N of agents, tuple of sets O = (O a 1 , . . . , O a n ) of possible observations and result structure (R, ). 
END
Procedure GS-LCK-PROC gets the sequent, TableLK, TableRK, starting Output and returns "True", if the sequent is provable. Otherwise -"False", if it is not provable. Procedure is constructed in such a way, that it produces proofs, where number of applications of the knowledge rules of sequent calculus GS-LCK is finite. Also number of applications of other rules are bounded by requirements to rules and finite initial sets of agents, observations and results, which allows procedure to perform terminating proof search. Proof. The Lemma 1 is proved in the same way as the Lemma 6.3. in Negri (2005) . According to finite number of applications of all rules, the procedure GS-LCK-PROC performs the terminating proof search for any sequent.
Theorem 2. (Soundness and completeness of GS-LCK-PROC) The procedure GS-LCK-PROC is sound and complete over (R, , O).
Proof. From construction of the procedure GS-LCK-PROC follows that if procedure returns "True" for a sequent S, then S is provable in GS-LCK. If procedure returns "False", then sequent S is not provable in GS-LCK, according to Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. Proof. From Theorem 2 and Theorem 1 follows that GS-LCK-PROC is a decision procedure for logic LCK.
Conclusions
Procedure GS-LCK-PROC performs terminating proof search for logic of correlated knowledge. Also it is a decision procedure for LCK, which allows us always to determine if the sequent is provable or not provable. If the sequent is provable, we get that the formula of the sequent is valid. Using this tool, knowledge can be analyzed and inferences can be checked if they follow from some knowledge base.
